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 I.  Choose the most suitable and appropriate alternative and write it in answer sheet.                             

01. One summer’s day a ……………..was passing through orchard.                             1 x 5 =5                                                 

a) Dog      b) Tiger     c) Monkey      d)  Fox.  

02.  World Environmental Day was on…………………  

a) 5th June   b) 10th July   c) 15th June   d) 2nd October  

03. ..…………… was the poet of the  poem “lucy”.  

a) Stevenson  b) Joseph  c) W.Wordsworth 

 d) Ruskin Bord              

04. The  lark sings happily during ……………………...  

a) Autumn  b) Spring  c) Winter  d)  Summer  

05. All these acts of the dwarf show that he is a person who ………………….. 

a) Does not want to eat  b) Does not want to harm animals 

 c) Think they may help in future   d) Thinks that they are useless creatures  

      ll.   Answer the following in a sentence.                                                                            1 x 5 = 5  

06. When was Napoleon Bonaparte was born ?  

07. Why was the farmer rewarded  ?  

08. Which place did three brothers reach at last ?  

09. How can we store rain water ?  

10. Where did Lucy live ?  

lll.   Answer the following question in 3 – 4  sentences                                                2 x 4 = 8  

11. What is rainwater harvesting ? How it is useful to us ? 

12. Who was cart drivers praying ? Why ? 

13. How would it be if all the play things come alive ?  

14. How did Napoleon inspect his troops ?  

15. Quote from the memory                                                                                           1 x 4 = 4 

One summer’s day ………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………… resist it”. 
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lV.     Do as directed                                                                                                                1 x 6 = 6  

16. Rearrange the following words into meaningful sentence   

Rewarded/farmer/king/for/the/honesty/his 

17. Underline the proper noun  

Delhi is our capital city  

18. Write the correct plural form of the word given in bracket 

The ………………(child) are playing cricket 

19. The sentence, using the opposite of the underlined word                                                                                               

Sheela was very hard hearted.  

20. Fill in the blank with correct word.  

………………are the names of the bullocks.  

21. Use the following  word in your ow sentence 

        “Environment” 

  

V. Read the extract and write the following questions                                             2 x 2 = 4        

22. “I shall give you a bull, you do not have to pay me any money ”  

a) Who will give the bull ?     

b) Who does ‘you’ refer to ?                                     

23“Let us save our  breath for the work we have to do, 

Its easier that way I ”  

a) Who said this ?     

b)Whom did he say?   

VI. Write a letter  to your Father about progress in your studies,                             4 x 1 = 4 

                                                                                                                                                                                   

VII. Write an essay on                                                                                                               4 x 1 = 4                                                                                                               

24.                                                                                                                                                       

          Modern Technology 

  

                   

  


